Business Highlights

CKI expands into integrated waste management
infrastructure by acquiring a 100% stake in Enviro
Waste Services Limited in New Zealand for
NZ$490 million.
Hutchison Port Holdings Trust acquires a 100%
stake in its neighboring Asia Container Terminals
Holdings Limited at Kwai Chung for a total
consideration of HK$3.9 billion.
Yantian International Container Terminals handles
its 100 millionth TEU, a remarkable record
achieved in less than two decades.
Husky Energy’s Atlantic Region produced the 200
millionth barrel of oil from the White Rose Area.
3 celebrates its 10th year of mobile broadband
service in Austria, Denmark, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Italy, Sweden and the UK.
3 Austria completes its acquisition of
Orange Austria.
3 Ireland enters into an agreement with Telefonica
to buy its O2 business in Ireland for €780 million,
with an additional deferred payment of €70 million
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payable dependent upon achievement of agreed
financial targets. The completion of this transaction
is subject to regulatory approval. Should the
acquisition be completed, 3 Ireland would become
the second largest mobile operator in the country.
3 Hong Kong, through a 50% owned joint venture,
acquires a block of 5 MHz paired spectrum in the
2500/2600 MHz band in March for HK$290 million,
and begins its 4G (LTE) deployment in June.
3 UK acquires one block of 5 MHz paired spectrum
in the 800 MHz band for £225 million.
A consortium led by CKI acquires AVRAfvalverwerking BV, the largest “energy-fromwaste” business in the Netherlands, at an
enterprise value of €940 million.
CKI’s wholly owned subsidiary, Green Island
Cement, commences full-scale operations at its
new flagship cement production facility in Yunfu,
Guangdong Province, China.
Power Assets announces the separate listing of its
Hong Kong electricity business on the Main Board
of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, which is
completed in 2014.

Sydney International Container Terminals begins
commercial operations.
The Port of Felixstowe handles the 70 millionth
TEU, achieving another milestone.
Husky Energy, and its partner Statoil, conduct a
successful exploration programme in the Flemish
Pass Basin, offshore East Coast Canada, including
three significant discoveries at Bay du Nord,
Harpoon and Mizzen. Husky Energy holds a 35%
working interest in all three discoveries.
Husky Energy completes one of the world’s largest
float-over installations in the Liwan Gas Project.
ASW opens its 1,600th store in the Mainland, while
Rossmann reaches the 800 stores’ milestone in
Poland and 1,800 stores in Germany.
Chelsea Waterfront, a riverside property project
developed by Hutchison Whampoa Property
on London’s North Bank, breaks ground. When
complete, the scheme will deliver 706 new homes.

3 Austria acquires one block of 5 MHz paired
spectrum in the 900 MHz band and four blocks of
5 MHz paired spectrum in the 1800 MHz band
in October.
3 Denmark reaches its one millionth customer
milestone in November.
Sorek Desalination in Israel, 49% owned by
Hutchison Water, completes in November the
construction of a sea water desalination plant
with capacity of 150 million cubic metres per
year under a 26.5-year Build-Operate-Transfer
agreement.
Hutchison China MediTech announces the
establishment of a new joint venture with
Sinopharm Group Co Ltd, China’s largest distributor
of pharmaceutical and healthcare products, to
provide distribution and marketing services,
in the Mainland.
Guangzhou Aircraft Maintenance and Engineering
Company inaugurates its new Phase II Hangar.

3 UK rolls out 4G (LTE) service using the 1800 MHz
spectrum acquired from Everything Everywhere,
secured ahead of the latest spectrum auction.
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